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College Union Director Ronald C
Barrett said yesterday that Pres.
Robert D. Clark has decided to accept
the March 25 decision of the College
Union Board of Governre’s (CUBG1 to
install 10 lanes in the new College
Union instead of the originally planned
14.
The CUBG had been waiting for
Pres. Clark’s decision before going
ahead with the ordering of the bowling
equipment. Director Barrett will now
contact Brunswick, Inc., College Union
contractors, and finalize plans for
adding an amendment to the original
14-lane contract changing the plans to
10 lanes.
Btunswick had, as of now, given only
the oral okay for the reduction.
Barrett told the Daily after the
CUBG meeting that an official purchase order for the equipment will go
to Brunswick as soon as the two parties, Brunswick and the college. sign
a mutually agreeable new amendment
legally binding the reduction to 10
lanes.
BRUNSWICK RESPONSE
Last month Barrett had, at the request of the CUBG, contacted Brunswick to see how they would feel if the
College Union switched ftom 14 lanes
of new equipment to 10 lanes of remanufaetured equipment. Bzirrett got

Dates Set
For Deferral
Of Fall Fee
Fee deferrals and fee postponements
have been divided into three areas, it
wa.s announced Monday at a SCARS
(State College Admissions and Registration Scheduling) meet. At the same
time, it was announced class schedules
will be available May 10.
The first section of fee deferrals is
for students who have applied for
financial aids for the 1969-70 academic
year and who will pay at the beginning
of the fall semester. If financial aid is
denied, the student should pay by Aug.
1 or receive an extension.
The second and thild sections pertain to fee postponements. The foreign
student postponement is given until
Sept. 19, and, should the student be
unable to pay by then, he should inquire at the Foreign Student Office
about a Foreign Student Fee Deferral
prior to that date.
AUGUST DEADLINE
The third section is for any students
unable to pay right away and who
agree to pay in full Aug. 1, 1969. If
circumstances warrant, an extension of
the August 1 payment date can be
granted with a special request from
the Financial Aids Office.
This method is the same for both
new and continuing students. Fee deferral forms (for financial aids students and foreign students) may be
picked up in Barracks 12 at the scheduled time of the student’s letter group
registration.
Fee postponement requests, which
must be turned into the Financial Aids
Office three days in advance of the
student’s letter group registration, will
be available as soon as they are printed
and available at: School of Applied
Sciences and Arts, School of Business,
Sehool of Education, School of Engi
neering, School of Natural Sciences
and Mathematics, Opposite check out
stand Libiary, and Financial Aids
Office.
A.S. LEAFLETS
More information on this and exact
registration procedures will be distributed later by the Associated Students (A.S.) in leaflets. May 10 was
announced as the date the Schedule of
Classes will be available to students in
the bookstores.
The schedule, sporting a new cover,
will be five pages shorter since much
of the academic information that can
be found in the catalogue is being
omitted. The second page, which lists
18 common student pmblems and offices available for help, will remain.
The SCARS team is a cooperational
team made of various elements across
the campus. There is actually no one
person in charge. The possibilities of
an open discussion between students
and this team is being planned with
Roger Olsen, A.S. attorney general.

Weather
Today’s weather is entitled, "What
do ya mean a storm?" Cloudy today
with occasional light rain this morning. Clearing tonight ancl sunny tomorrow. High on Seventh Street: 63.

Clark Accepts Plan
To Install 10 Lanes
In Union Building

Terrell’s Hearing
Delayed Again;
Fails To Appear

Candidate Forum

AS THE MARCH of the Wooden Soldiers continues
to be heard in the upcoming presidential election,
ROTC members seem oblivious of the present controversy surrounding them. Audrey Scott and her friend

"Happy" however seem to either be joining the ranks
of the marches, as ihey stride through the SJS countryside preparing for their military future, or holding them
at bay until an SDS member can come along.

Candidates for A.S. president
will speak at a Candidate’s
Forum to be held Monday, April
28 at 7:30 p.m. in Cafeteria
A and B.
The forum will be the Iasi
open discussion between candidates before the election on
Tuesday. Representatives from
each political ticket will be
present to exchange ideas and
explain their platforms.
All students are invited to
meet with the candidates, ask
questions and hear their opinions.
The program is sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity.

AWS Cabinet Presents Eleven Running
’Swing into Spring’
In Fashion Show

Grad Hopefuls Offer Platforms

Coeds attracted to this year’s "in"
styles can stop by and take a look at
the Women’s Week fashion show by
Tower Hall at 12:30 p.m. today.
"Swing Into Spring" will be the
theme for the clothes worn by models
from 25 campus organizations. Spring
and summer fashions from J. Silber’s
and selections from personal wardrobes of the models will be shown.
The fashion show is sponsored by
the AWS cabinet with Linda DeWitt
as chairman. Members of Phrateres
International and Hoover Hall will be
assisting.
The sale of Sparta-grams also begin.s today. Anyone wishing to send
messages to friends or neighbors may
buy the Sparta-grams for one pcnny
a word at a booth on Seventh Street.
Messages will be delivered within
a one-mile radius of the campus in the
chairman.
afternoon. Sharon Slade

By MARSHA GREEN
Daily Campaign Writer
Five graduate representatives to
Student Conned will be selected from
a field of 11 candidates during the
A.S. election April 29 and 30.
Malik Abdullah, one of the candidates, is a member of the Foreign Students Advisory Committee, and served
as sophomore class president and student senator at Monterey Peninsula
College.
"Nothing has been done to integrate
the large portion of foreign students
into the campus community," said
Abdullah. "Part of this failure is due
to the absence of persons who can
serve as the liaisons between the A.S.
as a whole and foreign students. I will
concentrate my efforts to correct this
and try to provide communication
channels between the parties concerned."
A thiee-pronged program is being

offered by Sean Amiot. 26, who is
working on an elementary teaching
credential.
Amiot is calling for comprehensive
prenatal and pediatric care for student
wives and children at the Health Center; expansion of low cost housing for
student families in addition to Spartan
City; ancl total disarmament of the
SJS police school to form a "school
of hurnane and sensitive police cadets."
Selven Anderson Jr., political science
major, advocates an A.S. aid program
to purchase library research materials
for graduate studies. "University status
can be a reality, but our library is
sadly lacking in resources for the increased graduate entollment that university status would create." he said.
Anderson also pledges support for
the marching band, calling it "the
carrier of a fine image of SJS." In regard to athletics, Anderson said, "I
have no objection to ’big time’ sports

per se, as long as the real purpose of
the college, education, is not perverted
to accommodate this single department."
Michael Buckley, 24-year-old business management major, is running on
an "anti-administration platform
opposing the Miner administration and
those who seek to continue it."
He advocates "support of the Athletic Department, the reformation of
the SJS marching band, the end of
harassment of the Spartan Daily,
peaceful settlement of campus problems, the rejection of campus violence
as a means to an end, and the end to
numerous indiscriminate resolutions
that support the repeated attempts to
disrupt the college."
Candidate Joseph DeScala, who has
served on Interfraternity Council and
Judiciary, and as president of Moulder
Hall, plans to attack the problem of
(Continued on Page 6)

favortible response from the sporting
goods manufacturers and subsequently
the board on March 25 voted to reduce the number uf lanes to 10 and
lease a space open on tne lower level
for a coffee house type restaurant.
Bat ret t told the CUBG members yesterday that he anticipates no change
in the price Brunswick had quoted for
10 lanes of remanufactured equipment
last month when the oral agreement
was made.
MOTION RETRACTED
CUBG member Karl alueller, professor of psychology, made an attempt
to retain the original plan for 14 lanes.
However, he retracted his motion when
Barry Bonifas, chairman of the College
Union Program Board, pointed out
that if the board voted to overturn
their March 25 decision, those absent
from yesterday’s meeting would attend
next week’s session and simply reverse
it again. Four student board members.
who all voted against 14 lanes, were
absent yesterday.
The question of what to do now with
the extra space left from the four extra
lanes remained undecided. Barrett told
the board that the fire marshal’ had
told him that any activity performed
in that rectangular area would have
to be limited to 50 persons because
there is only one exit.

The class disruption case against
Lonnell Terrell was granted another
continuance Monday when he failed to
appear at his Associated Students
(A.S.) Judiciary hearing.
Although Judiciary could have heard
the case without Terrell, Roger Olsen,
A.S. attorney general, asked for a
one-week continuance with the stipulation Terrell be sent a registered letter
summoning him to his next hearing.
The case against Terrell arose from
alleged class disturbances last Nov. 26.
Terrell’s case has been postponed
twice before. At its first attempted
hearing, the case was continued because a sixth student justice had not
yet been appointed. A second continuance was granted when an attorney
said the evidence presented in Judiciary
could prejudice the trial pending in
Municipal Court. Terrell was judged
guilty of battery and sentenced to 21
daYs in jail on weekends with two
years of probation.

Film Series Shows
Czech ’Shop’ Today
As Classic Movie
"The Shop on Main Street." the
Academy Award-winning tragi-comedy of two people in Czechoslovakia
during World War II, will be shown
in Morris Dailey Auditorium today at
3:30 and 7 p.m.
The free film is part of the continuing classic film series sponsored by
the College Union Pmgram Board, Associated Students and the Audio-Visual
services coordinator. Orson Welles’
"Citizen Kane," incorrectly reported
as today’s film in yesterday’s Daily,
will be shown Wednesday, April 30.

Langan’s Ticket

The ’Good Gays’ Slate

United Campus Aim

Middlesof-Roaders

EDITOR’S NOTE: These are the second two articlea
in a aeries of eight artieles whieh will pretend the
platforms and qualification% of each of the emsentive
office ticketa. The general Awe-tided Student»
(A.S.) election will he held April 29 and an.
By MARSIL% GREEN
Daily C’ampaign Writer
"A United Campus Community: a trtte student community of involvement, so that students may come together to determine their educational destiny," is the
gold of A.S. presidential hopeful Bill Langan.
Langan, ctuTent AS. vice president, heads a slate
which includes John Merz for vice president and Reggie
Toran for treasurer.
A 23-year-old behavorial sciences major, Langan is
chairman and creator of the Student Housing Board,
and was instrumental in pmviding weekly legal aid on
campus to handle housing problems. He also served as
a junior representative on Student Council. elected bY

the first successful write-in campaign in A.S. history.
Vice presidential candidate John Merz, 20, is a New
College junior. The current vice chairman of Student
Council, he has served /IS both sophomore and junior
representative, and has been a member of the Athletic
Advisory Board, Intramural Board and Martin Luther
King Memorial Scholarship committee.
empliasies communication in his platform earda
stressing the establishment of liaisons wall San
City Council, alumni and living renters.
Declaring that students have often been relegated
to FL "second class citizen" status, Merz mid, "It is time
that we not only declare our equality as students in the
rtlucational realm, but also unite ourselves so that we
may resolve the problems that affect us all, individually
and collectively."
Reggie Toren, candidate for treasurer, is a 2f/-year-old
history junior. He has Iven a member of the A S. Housing Board; president of Alpha Phi Omega. national ser(Continued on Page 6)

BOB BRACKETT
Dail) ( iiioa Igo Writer
"A pa nment must seek to understand, not splinter,
the many areas of this campus." These words prefaced
the announeement of the middle-of-the-road platform
Good Guys" will campaign for A.S. office.
on which
"The Good Guys" ticket is led by Jim McMasters, industrial management major and current president of the
society for Advancement of Management (SAM). Sharing his ticket are vice presidential candidate Robert H.
FOSS, who is currently on leave of absence from his position as corixtrate liaison officer for the Triton Corp, oration, and treasurer candidate Robert O. Kelley. fork- mer chairman of the College Union Pmgram Board.
Besides his duties as president of SAM, 24 -year-old
MeMasters is presently chairman of the Executive Council of Student Business Organizations and A.S. representative from the School of Business. He was art honors
acholar at Foothill College and is listed in Who’s VVho
in American Colleges and Universities.
Foss, 26-year-old speeeh communications major, was

president of the Veterans Advisory Council and editor of
a junior college newspaper. He is presently on leave of
absence from Morgan. Beauzay and Hammer (law firm)
and the Triton Corporation.
Kelley, a 27-year-old Black student who boasts his
presence "adds color to the tieket," rounds out "The
Good Guys." An office management and accoluding major, his experience includrts five years as financial manager for the Los Angeles City Schools. He is currently
on leave of absence from IBM where he served as cor.
porate finance analyst
Attempting to clarify the position he has taken in
organizing his platform, McMasters warned, "During
this campaign YOU will hear us attacked from the right
and the left. Our political philosophy should not he classified in either camp. We kxac at all issues as diamonds:
they have many sides, and the facets of eaeh must be
brought into view."
Indicative of the middle-of-the-mad position being
(Continued on Pfige
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When the press is tree, it may be good or bad
freedom it can never be anything but bad.
Editor

Bill Hursehmann

but certainly without

Roger Chapman

Albert

Cantos

A.S. presidential candidates are finding
themsches in a real quandary this election.
In the past, they could rely on the old
cliches -- "no student imolvement," stuand be
dent gmernment "irrelmaney"
fairh certain of ga g support.
After all, on a college campus those
cries haw the same ring as God and
Motherhood do in the real world.
But to say that, this year, is not so good
a bet. The Diek Miner ad) ii i tt istration has
brought about historival atkanees in student involvement in the things that matter -- such as College Union Board of Go%ernors, Spartan Shops, Athletic Advisory
Board, and e% t’ll keatlettlic tttttt cil - and
this fact is a- oh) ions to s11010111S US the
egg 011 the rave of any candidate who sa3,s

Advertising Mgr.

Editorial

Hypocrisy in Action
In a letter to the Spartan Daily appearing in Monday’s issue. SJS President Holwrt Clark said. "I !lase been
distressed tliat the student Judiciary
ha- delayed so long in fuming on tile
di-ruption and I liati urged
ca -e14 144444-4 I I ,mliiiinistrathe officers to
-tudents in meeting their
its -4-1

apparently in Dr. Clark’s, or more correctly. tlw administration’s care. and
it has been there for some time. Each
week we feel the decision on the case
may be released. and each week it isn’t.
Now we are told that a decision will
come forth from the upper (Thelon (of
SJS this week. We wonder if it will.

Wit:dhow"
Ili- comment is completely true.
Aletillitr- of the student Judiciary have
been 4.1- -low in handling the ewes
before 1114.111. Their probable excuse
is that they liaNti been loaded down
with work. e liae said before that
Id establish
we feel the Judiciary sl
a %alit! priority list Of l’I1SCS 111 order
to quickly push through important isas the disruption eases
sues
or the new Constitution.
One main complaint about Pres.
Clark’s statement is that lie is guilty
SO Oft011 Of committing the same "sins"
lie charges the Judiciary of doing: that
is. delayed artion.
Time after time. contrmersial caution- 1%1..1... are ,ent to the president’s
office for ime,ligation and decision.
.11411 time after time these cases take
weeks that quickly turn into months.
I/r. Clark does not imestigate all cases
himself. In fact. most of the time lie
channels them to his two top assistants,
the excetitie and academic ice president,. Perhaps the fault of delay lies
with them.
fraternity panty raid
case is a current example. The InterFraternity Connell decided tlw issue
some three weeks ago. The ease is now

Since l’res. Clark sees a need for
expediency uith the student Judiciary,
we think lie should look at his own
ranks to see an almost complete lack
of it there.
--B.H.
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Editor:
I find myself in the position of asking
President Clark not to intimidate the Judiciary. If, Dr. Clark, you wish to exercise
your authority in creating other hearing
courts, fine, but please stop using such a
paddle to "stimulate" the Judiciary. I personally feel that the Procedural Standards for
Imposition of Sanctions of the Statement on
Student Rights and Resmisibilities is to be
respected at all times, not when time allows.
Lest we forget, in cases %vhere there is an
admission of guilt, witnesses as well as justices may be subpoenaed to appear in court.
The proffering of such testimony could well
jeopardize a student’s civil case. The problems inherent in concurrent jurisdiction are
very real and not to be dismissed at the whim
of the Board of Trustees.
I realize full well the pressure "from above"
that prompts you to "deal swiftly" with campus dissidents. I. too, recall that the most
courageous administrators failed to buckle
under such pressure. The Judiciary cannot
become a vending machine for dealing out
assembly line punishments. If a sentencing
machine would placate the Trustees and offer
proof that there is bite behind your bark,
then perhaps such a machine needs to be
created. I sincerely hope that this Judiciary
shall never fall suit to such a travesty.
You proposed that we, the justices, have
an obligation We most certainly do: to use
the best tools at our disposal in providing as
fair and equitable a hearing as we can, not
to favor any faction by sentencing the mind
rather than the deed.
Robert A. Prentky
Associate Justice
A5199

Jim Brewer

Delays Explained

I have affectionately called Doc. Alquist’s
Elizir for all your college ills.
I half expected a little oppcksition to my
rxrint of view. but never in my wildest dreams
did I imagine receiving a personal/public letter from the state chairman of United California Students for an Academic Environment (a semi -religious sect of Hayakawa
worshippers.) He called my opinion irresponsible. (That’s America for you.)
The bill (SB43 in UCSAE talk) makes a
stab at equalizing California’s colleges and insuring "more local autonomy." It utilizes a

constitutional amendment (emasculating the
University of California) and requiring a
referendum vote.
The amendment is really cute. It takes the
constitutional independence from U.C. and replaces it with the "assurance" that the new
all-college board of "Regents . . . shall be
entirely independent of all political and sectarian influences . .."
That phrase, I presume, is the "protection"
which Mr. UCSAE believes will somehow be
preserved on paper. But to me it’s a little
like flying to compare as equal in historical
emphasis freedom of the press guaranteed in
the First Amendment with the equal citizenship specifications in the Thirteenth.
But if that’s not enough for you, take a
look at the sentence in there that says the
board , . . "shall be composed of 24 members
appointed by the governor. . . ."
Some people around here apparently believe
that because the first board is to be com-

cause their chief justice walked out in the
middle of the case. Why has it taken five
months for the A.S. Judiciary to hear some
pressing cases? Partly because an attorney
general resigned in January, partly because
the powers that be were damn slow in finding
a replacement (guess who?), and partly because there simply wasn’t a judiciary. Without
enough justices to form a quorum, it was impossible for any case to be heard.
Now that all the machinery is ready, able
and willing, we find other problems abound.
Witnesses are reluctant to testify. The Judiciary’s calendar is filled to the brim. Defendants cannot defend themselves fairly
when civil proceedings are going on off

campus.
Even a two-week suspension doesn’t really
square with arrest, 4-5 hours in jail (if someone outside is able to get bail), $40-$50 to a
bondsman In one has $500 in cash at home),
arrest record and probable fine or incarcera-

tion.
Our Judicial Proress can work when and if
everyone agrees to follow the rules and regulations governing the behavior of judication.
Not even Buildings and Grounds should be
allowed to play revolutionary: to go outside
and invalidate our system for maintaining
appropriate standards of behavior for the
college internal affairs.
Our Judiciary wants the most significant
jurisdiction. Your Attorney General must 08
Welt. WS up to US to get out from under the
sharp end of the thumb tack.
Roger E. Olsen

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider arid is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms frorn SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Mary Marks, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, JC208. Final decision on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-epaoe line.

A. S. Attorney General

NOV

cid& luigi:44
PillePia

People

Featuring
Italian Food Specialties

4:00 p.m.

Ravioli PizzaSpaghetti

10:30 a.m., 2:00 p.m.

College Theatre-5th and SAN FERNANDO

Our Food Is Homemade

Students and Children 751.
General $1
;
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About a week ago I mentioned a few of my

objections to Slate Senate Bill 483, or what

But if a candidate does admit it as
truth, he is in so many words siding with
an administration he hopes to 1111Seili.
’MIS is the candidates’ quandary land
this has been tlie trend
our candidate
interviews to run later this week). Their
only way out is ill say yes. Miner was
working for sitille111., but I can do the same
thing e%eit better.
The question is, how. And thus far no
candidate ha- been able tt) answer that
one 1)ith ath, degree of credibility.
Ati-t)crs lune )).txt-il from injudicious to
domoright comical.
One candidate, for example. has suggested less emphasis be put on the -mi.
norih- and more on the "majorih’’ of
tds fine MI 1110
:let’.
students.
a proposal would
1011 10 111014 S111110111S
have distinct racist oertones.
Another would sake the parking problem by ertcting a tranmay from Spartan
Stadium to campus. e lime no idea how
many million of student dollars this boondoggle would eost. but men if it were
erected today, 1)11,11 percentage of students
would use it? Really. the parking issue
never will be soked to students’ satisfaction until they control the factors which
deal with it, i.e., the school’s policy-making bodies.
was for a new
Still another
council composed of "responsible" (who
would decide what that means wasn’t said)
students and faculty. l’his would "compete" with Academie Council. tlw candidate explained, for Pres. Clark’s approval.
GT01111111, for mayhem.
But such infeasible ideas as these at
least are attempts at solutions. Other candidates littNe slabbered the same old rhetorie, hoping no one will notice.
We’e noticed. 11 41. Pin sure students
lime. too. Our s)stem desperately needs
updating. The \liner administration has
tried to bring this about by putting pressure on the plaees it theitled were best
for that purpose. Perhaps there’s a better
way. but I ant still waiting to hear of it.

Thi, , ttttt

Due process may suffer at SJS, but only
when someone runs amuck. Why did IFJ take
so long with the panty raiders? Partly be-

Editor:

As the only dissenting vote in the 5-14
Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary decision
upholding the validity of the A.S. Constitution passed March 5 and 6 by 542 students,
I would like to make this statement.
The basic premise of constitutional government is that the written law as found in the
constitution shall be construed as the supreme
law. As such, it seems to me that one cannot
simply uproot the supreme law of a political
entity at will and replace it with an entirely
new supreme law. In fact, if the constitution
is supreme, then if the political entity is to
continue as it was, then that supreme law
can only be changed, revised, or amended.

posed of members taken from already-existing
Regents, trustees and community college governors, Gov. Reagan will not be the big man
in the selection process. But a Dudley Swim
is a Dudley Swim, and I don’t see how, in a
Reagan government, Reagan is going to stay
out of it.
Any way you look at it, T.J.C. will be dragged
down to the pitiful level of the State College
System where we all can strangle under the
weight of this antiquated master plan for
higher education.
It seems to me that Alquist could better
accomplish his goals by NOT touching, U.C.’s
independence. but instead redefining the university so as to include all of us.

Editor:

More On Senate Bills

Editor:

May 2nd, 8th, and 9th

Phone 2Q1

Gerry Roney
Associate Justice
A.S. Judiciary

Dissenting Vote

\ musical play jor people w ho are children and for
people who remember when they were.

May 3rd, and 10th

Any changes in it, no matter how sweeping,
do not change the document’s status as the
original supreme law. Constitutions of a continuous political system can only be revised
or amended -- they cannot be totally replaced.
Only if an entirely new political entity
comes into existence -- replacing the filmier
political order, can a new constitution be
brought into force.
Therefore, it is my opinion that the socalled new A.S. Constitution is, in fact, merely
the old constitution with amendments. Since
the original document called for a two-thirds
popular vote for amendment and since, in
fact, the revised document received barely
a majority of the popular vote, then the
original constitution should be considered to
be still in force.

Don’t Intimidate

Drama Department presents

INVISIBLE

It’s me! ... Dickybird! ... You said if I

ever had any problems ..."

Judiciary Probed, Praised. Alquist Bills Again

William D. Lavender’s

The

"Psssst

Thrust and Parry

Box Office Opens Today 1:00
The SJ.S.

it isn’t.

Beer and Wine

Food To Go

197-1136

347 South First Street
...r.r.07.009-...cocersmoroco.

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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T 1C 0 S
1 AC 0 5
NEXT TIME YOU
STAY OUT ALL NIGHT,

I

eat at Tico’s. We are open 24 hours a day.

Phone Orders 297-8421
,,,,,.....,,,,.............w.----------..--

4th and St James
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A-V Head Plans To Retire;
Early ’Pioneer in Field’
lay JO LEWIN
Daily Staff Writer
Dr. Richard 13. Lewis, responsible for developing SJS’ AudioVisual Services into a worldrenowned program, will retire June
30, after 20 years at SJS.
The author lecturer, considered
one of the foremost authorities
in audio-visual techniques, has
received visitors representing 23
countries. Many are sent by the
U.S. State Department to consult with him.
Dr. Lewis pioneered in the
field of audio-visual techniques.
He can remember when the

FREE
WALLET
PHOTOS
You get a free wallet
photo with every
isoNus PHOTOT
on your 12 or 20’exp.
roll of Kodacolor
126
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)
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TALENTED?
ARTISTIC?
BROKE?
If this describes you, why
not submit an entry in the
College Union "Insignia
Search?" Pen and Ink drawing.
DEADLINE:
MAT 16, 1969
PLACE:
COLLEGE UNION,
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE
For more information
5.

Eaii 29 4-64i 1. Ext. 276:i

and universities will Witt audiovisual techniques this summer at
University of Calgary. Canada
School of F:ducation. Ile has
tentative plans to teach at a
New York state university the
following summer. and very likely, a southwestern university in
1971.
In between time, Dr. Lewis
plans on continuing his teaching
of modern methods of instruction
for business and industry. He
will continue wtiting and lecturing. (He already has over 100
major lectures at national and
state meetings to his credit. He
is co-author of "A V Instruction:
Materials and Methods" 0959)
still teed as a basic textbook in
many college audio-visual
courses. He has written articles
for professional journals.)
Dr. Lewis graduated from SJS
with an A.B. in Speech, Drama,
and Education .1930), and received his M.A. (1937) and M.D.
Derives (1950) from Stanford.
He said he gravitated toward
the audio-visual field early. Ills
father owned a chain of theaters,
and he grew up in theatre, radio,
and audio-visual work. Later, he
directed radio and drama productions and taught speech at
Glendale Junior College 119351942). During World War II, he
was assistant head of production
of Navy training films.
A native of California, Dr.
Lewis was born in Porterville.
He lives in Portola Valley.

General Assistance Grants
Protested at County Board

College Pharmacy
,
\.

Audio-Visual Services Department had a 10811 foot textbook closet for an office rilxive
Tower Hall in 1949. At that time,
her says, "The number of projection services we did in a month
was comparable with what we
do in a day now."
The "closet" has expanded into
several organizations since 1949,
when Dr. Lewis taught four
audio-visual classes and had a
part-time secretary (Mrs. Mary
Bowers, who is still with him -on a full-time basis).
Trxiay there is an audio-visual
center including a film librarY.
projection services, maintenance
and repair facilities. In addition,
the Instructional Tele v is i on
(ITV i Center, which is a corolla*, center, focuses on TV and
TV technologies. There is an
electronic laboratory, which includes a foreign language lab for
students.
A professor of education, Dr.
Lewis said the pace was set early
for the audio-visual program and
philosophy. At the outset, various
audio-visual media were brought
together in one organization to
serve faculty and students. He
says "the related services were
in one package so that any
medium or technique could be
used that seemed appropriate in
solving instructional problems."
Judging from Dr. Lewis’ retirement plans, it would seem he
does not really plan on retiring
at all. The consultant to colleges

E
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The Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors will be confronted
this afternoon by students, people of the community and welfare social workers protesting
grants ($62 ’month) allotted for
people on general assistance
(G.A.).
At a rally yesterday, about
20 students listened to Gene Lokey. director of the Council for
Coalition against Poverty (CCAP), Bob Stroughter, candidate
for CIty Council seat five, and E.
Merles Alaimo, chairman of the
Students fen- Community Action
(SCA), speak on this issue.
Leaders of the movement received promises from Allen Hall
and one professor of sociology
that all members of the hall and
at lea.st one class will attend
the Board of Supervisors’ meeting at 2 this afternoon in the
board’s chambers at 70 W. Bedding St. The Board funds and
controls the G.A. program.
When the Board of Supervisors made up the county budget
last July, according to Howard
Watkins, administrative assistant to the board, there had been
"indication.s that the general assistance caseload for the year
would be reduced."
On the strength of these "in -

It’s Time for
Chicken
the place to eat is
Any day of the week
Col. Sander’s. Ilere you can hese all the
home cooked food you want in just a matter
of minutes.

dications," the program’s budget was cut. This reduction of
CUSCS did not materialize, and the
funds ran out in mid -year.
Because of this. the grant
amount approved by the board
is $62.50 per month, while the
amount which the state’s studies
show is the lowest anyone can
subsist on is $t23.50 per month.
C-CAP, SCA, and other organizations and individuals want
to show the board that the people of the county want something done about this. The board
refuses to act. unless it, feels
that the people are behind the
issue, says Dorothy Ellenburg,
coordinator of C-CAP.
At the meeting tomorrow
slides will be presented to illustrate the poor conditions that
people on welfare live under. and
to prove that they don’t like being on welfare and will be able
to get off if given opportunities,
such as self-help proirrams.
Students and others will speak
and keep the meeting going so
that working people who are involved in this drive to change
the grants will be able to get
there and speak.

Job Interviews
JUIlle .11111
r graduates
may sign up tor appointments
Center, 122
Placement
In the
S. Ninth St. Signups begin each
rueda% before and up to tbe this
of the intersiew.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23
Xero% Corp. Majors, 13S MS
Bus., mktg., BA Math., Soc. Sci.
Owentr-Illinola, Inc., Majors,
BS 1E, N1E, Ind. ’rech., Bus.
Stmt., acctg.
C.S. Forest Service. Nfajors,

One Performance
Set for ’Gambit’
The SJS Drama Department
will present one performance of
"Royal Gambit.. Friday at 8:15
p.m. in the Studio Theatre of
the Speech and Drama Building
In its present adapted form.
"Royal Gambit" was prepared
and directed by Moreen
Barge Mitchell, associate. professor of Drama at SJS, for a performance rit the Northwest Drama Conference in Oregon.
The Women’s Faculty Club and
The Faculty Wives Club combine
to produce this play on Henry
VIII of England and his many
wives.

A.S. Candidates
Will Be Featured
At Friday Debate
"Itesalved: the A.S. is B.S.:"
Candidates for the As.sociated
Students (A.S.) presidency, will
debate this issue Friday in the
second Oxford Union Debate of
the semester. The 12:30 p.m. debate in Morris Dailey Auditorium
will be moderated by Mike Moretti. instructor in speech -communication, and Phil Wander, assistant professor of speech-communication.
Presidential candidate’s Dave
Aikman, E. Marles Alamio, Juan
Antu, Bill Langan, Jim N1cMasters, Jeff Militias, and Grady
Robertson will have three-minute opening presentations.
These will be followed by
questions from the audience.
Candidates’ answers will be limited to one minute, according to
Tim Collins, president of the Organization of Associated Students
Interested in Speech roams).

BS NIS CE, DS Bus., ovum,
acctg.
Pfizer Laboratories. NIajors,
BS NIS Bus., Lib Arts, sci.
THURSDAY, APRIL 24
Hercule* Ineorpontted. ’Majors,
BS NIS NIE, Chem. E., Chemistry.
U.S. Department of Transportation. Majors, BS NIS CF:; BS/
Bus., F:con.. Any Nfajor.
U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Majors, BS Bio. Sci.,
Bacteriology.
Shell Companies. Majors, BS ’
NIS Chem. F:., nE, EE, Physics,
Chemistry.
OWP11% Corning Fiberglas. Majors, BS F:ng., Bus., Other Tech.
Internal Revenue Service. Majors, BS. MS Acctg., Any Major.

Kehoe Appointed
Educational Aide
To Gov. Reagan
John Kehoe, of Sacramento,
director of governmental affairs
for the Board of Trustees of the
California state colleges during
the past 18 months, recently was
appointed a.s a consultant for education to GOV. Ronald Reagan.
Kehoe, on leave of absence
fram the office of State College
Chimcellor Glenn S. Drunke, will
serve with Dr. Alex Sherriffs,
C,ov. Reagan’s educational secretary.
In his new as.signment, Kehoe
will be responsible for working
on a variety of projects including program.s which emphasize
the importance of grades one
through 12 in the educational
process.
Replacing Kehoe as acting director of governmental affairs
will be William L. Storey, Jr.

Symphony Closes
Season Tonight
The Symphony Orchestia will
play its final concert of the season tonight at 8:15 in Concert
Hall. Admission to the program
is free.
Robert Manning, assistant professor of music, will conduct the
85-member orchestra in four
works. Students William Erlendson Jr. and Susan Lanfri will he
featured soloists in the performance.
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Spartaguide
TODAY
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.M.. 414
William St., upitairs. Meeting
Society for AdVill11.1.11W111
Miuurgement (SAM ), il:30 p.m..
Zorba’s, 1350 S. Bascom. Social.
dinner. Joe Philbrick, president
of KIM Office Equipment, Will
speak at 7:30 p.m. on "Prir ference: Small Business."
Phrateres Internalional..1 p.m.
JC221. All members please attend. Active dues must be paid
today.
Cirele K, 5:30 p.m., Jonah’s

Teaching
Interviews
Repre.entathe. inou Hy. fill lotting Sell(H.I lIktrirt, 11.11 hp on
canna], during the remal.ider of
the month to intertlew teacher
candidates for the 1969-70 ..eltool
year. Intertiews will he held In
the Placement (’enter, Bldg. A
122 S. Ninth St. Interested
Water; truly sign for an appoint
ment now.

ad. 101.11 Mid San Carlos
streets all trarnibers anti inter
esteit ’,IA tents are invited.
spaghetti F e e d, 11:30-1:30
Newman Center. Donation: 40
cents.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m , 79
S. Fifth St. Slarriage Preparation
Series. Bob and Kelly Wilhelm
will iliwuss marriage from the
viewpoint of a young married
icallon - - residence,
3:30 p nr, fountain. A poster
painting happening. Bring yourself and be ready fur anything.
Tt./MORlittialV
p.M., M11324.
tngel Flight.
:Mend. Anyone interAll
becoming an Angel welested
c. rye,
Ileicatt-American Student
Contederatiair 8 p.M., NeWITIDD
C.!:1!
...0:030051

ROBC’atTSON
TODAY
Los Angeles City SCI
ISHIMOTO
Angeles Co.) Elemental y and
BALDRIDGE
high.
....1009=0076.112r1SOCel
Rowland School District
Angeles Co.) Elementary, lintited high.
San Mateo City Eelementary
Los Angeles -London -I oP Angeles
(San Mateo Co.) Elementary.
m
Boeing 707 1 .Polar Jet
TOMORROW
Rturn
Depart
Campbell Union High (Santa
MS*e’; d FrriCP
Clara Co.) High School.
$295.00
JUNE 18 SEPT. 9
3295.00
JUNE 26 SEPT. 7
WILSCO
Union
Elementart
$295.00
JUNE 28 AUG. 31
(Kern Co.1 Elementary. special
S295.00
JULY 1 SEPT. 10
education,
The’, flights are available only
. Redwood City Elementary iSan
Faruliy Members, Students,
Mateo Co.) Elementary.
:nouns Staff and immediate fainlie, This charter program is not
Bakersfield City Elementa^
1111.011.11 or controlled by the
(Kern C,o.) Elementary, speci..:
alifvroia State Colleges.
education.
For re-criation forms and full deFRIDAY
tail- pica-i send complete coupon
to: Prof. .4. Mandel, Trip
Alum Rock Union Element:Iry
chairman. 111 SO. Beverly Drive,
(Santa Clara Co.) Elernenta...)
Reserly Dill.. Calif. 90212
Petaluma City Elementary and
High (Sonoma Co.) Elementary
NAME
and high school.
ADDRESS
Centinela Valley Union High
COLLEGE
Hawt home ( Los AI1L;,
C.).,
AFF
FACULTYM STUDENT
SeCODdfillf - ails! lb its

Charter Flights

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

classic
Summer time affords you the
opportunity to wine and dine in
elegant splendor. whether your
choice is seafood or steak. We
cater to your every ctillinary need.
For Reservations
Phone 292-1266

1401 S. First
at Alma

BATES FLOATERS !
THE MOST POPULAR LOOK
ON CAMPUS
Bates Floaters for style, comfort, value and
satisfaction. Handsome combination of
rou h sha I ather and touches of smooth
one
gives you a distinctive boot like no
else’s. Beneath the facy exterior lies a heart
of comfort. Your feet rest on thick crepe
soles. Come get Bates Floaters in our Shoe
Department.

This spring the action
man’s fancy turns to
A-1 Flares. The slim,
dressy slack with the
wide bottoms...A-1
Flares, come in a va
riety of colors in solids and patterns.

817.95

$10.00 to $11.00

SO IOU away your frying pan and come isit
tis today. Take adkantage of our seen (lay
seri ice. Col. Sander’s is a specialist when it
comes to crispy. fried chicken, and golden
french fries. And don’t forget about our
famous grin y!

R-1

G 1R-ODINS
12111 and Santa Clara

286-8685

Fashion Plaza Almaden
Valley Fair
South San Jose
San Antonio Center Mountain View
Fashion Plaza
Fremont
Sho? Monday through Friday ’til 9:30

FLARES

Ketimann’s
1."):111 isaftlit Elara
()pen 9.
I it -t National

&
Bank Incrieard

Id 9 p.m.
Nlaster Charge

Wed.nesday. April 23, 1969
_
_
_
_
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Spartans Boast Top GrW Assistants
\

111)11.1.

12...I.

1%2112 2

1%I.
li 2,1

head football coach Joe McMullen (lid after being appointed hy
liletic Director Bob Woman

....G4GC4GCOGOOCIOOC.C.C.Cra

to search for a top-line of
.issistant coaches -- and what a

azgaz=i*

nib he did.
McMullen grabbed three assist Lints from the East Coast, one
tram a California junior college
retained one from Harry An staff to give the Spar-

ROBERTSON
ISHIMOTO
BALDRIDGE

1

The easiest way to get
a Volkswagen in Europe
is to buy it here.
zmilumiiiiiiiiiiiimmillimumumuilimiiimmiummuummuunu*- I
Lise Croil
= BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
Manager
= 1560 NORTH FIRST STREET
Overseas Delivery
E SAN JOSE
286.8800
= I in in)Lreslec1 ill buying d Volkswagen here and pick,rig
E ,t up in Europ. Please send me your illustrated brochure
E and price list.
kV/
= Nemo
= Address

.

Phone

E

=
-

.

o,,,

=

the art of defending against
enemy aerials. Author of a book
1,11,
on iletnin-’,se

p,D, DISCOUNT

,

1

King has gained national recognition for his achievements in

c;ty
Zio Code
State
Ft111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110-11111111111111111111111151

lc

tans their best coaching team
ever.
Papa Joe started out by signing defensise halfback coach
Dewey King from Rutgers; then
ta followed with George Darlington from Dartmouth and John
Mackovic from West Point. McMullen then journeyed West
where he added Bob Grattkau
from Laney College und Johnny
Johnson from the original staff
at San Jose.
Add to that list student coaches
Tom Payne, Cass Jackson, Steve
Alexakos, Al Saunders and Randy
Cardin and you have the makings of the 11 -man coaching staff
working night and day to bring
the Spartans to National prominence on the gridiron.

Modern System of Pass Defense,"
King’s teams have always ranked
high nationally in pass defense.
Mackovic.
youngest of the
staff at 25, has been at West
Point far the past two years
where he gained attention as a
top-notch recluiter and offensive
backfield coach.
Mockovic should know what
he’s talking about because while
he was attending Wake Forest
lie was a three-letter winner
while leading the Atlantic Coast
in total offense in
1964 and being named to the
ACC Academic team and ss.is

Conference

’The SP.:, toothall team will engage in a gatite-tvise scrimmage
this :Menu ,,,,, 1:30) in Spartan Stadium.
Saturday the Spartans held an impressive scrimmage which
pleased 11111 coach Jue 31e31011en and 300 falls M11111 turned nut tor
the fray.
gante-like due to the lack of 1’11111’11Today’s scrimmage %sill
ing on hand. All but Wit of the S.IS coaches will be in Southern
California on a recruiting mission.
MclIttlien ssas pleased %snit the hard-hitting displaved in Saturdwv’s ’workout and looks for more today.

Intrarnurals
ROBERTSON
IS H I MOTO

,0,-

BALDRIDGE
747.07.07.110:07.Ce

BOUGHT THE ENTIRE FLOOR SAMPLE
t\’...\ STOCK from WHITE STAG. THERMOS, ANTON
Ish

TENTs

FLOOR
S4MPIES

DEMOS ,.
RENTALS

JOHN
NICHOLSON
287-1576

’%

wHITE sTAG . THERmos -

..

ANTON AND OTHER FAMOUS MAKES!!
/OKSIPETX..
2 MAN
MOUNTAIN
UMBRELLA
SIDEROOM
CABIN
CHALET
FINEST FABRICS
ELEMENT CLOTH
CDU3AR CLOTH
PIMA COTTON

DISCOUNTS AS LOW AS

B x 10
9 x 9
10 x 10
9 x 11

UMBRELLA

9n7

9r9 ALUMIktl.A
OL1T31JE
"RAME

&

7 FT. POP TENT

OFF

/2

9 x 12
10 x 13

POCKET CAMPER
9 FT. POP TENT
STATION WAG. TENT
PRAIRIE SCHOONER

MORE ON SOME ITEMS

FAMOUS WING TENT

8x10 CABIN
4.02-MAN
7.wR 7 MOUNTAIN
1 499
99 0AuLuTms,..,4999.

CABIN TYPE 9x9
T -SHAPE
OUTSIDE
ALUMINUM
FRAME

INUM
FRAME
Reg. 119.50

Reg. 132.50

Reg 99 50

LOOK UP

DOUBLE
DOOR
Reg. 24.95

LISTED ABOVE ARE JUST A

FEW

PUP TENTS $5
THERmos LANTERNs
,
,
. .’i , , . ,_,
AND STOVES
.i. . - _

OF

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS: COME SEE

-

BURN ANY GAS or CONVERT TO PROPANE
.

1 -MANTLE LANTERN.

BuRNs

itAi
,,,,,,
ii lir.
i

li, .
l(1)..,-,

199

GAS

ANT
GAS

1 299
OR WILL
CONVERT TO
PROPANE
DELUXE OR SUITCASE DEMO
reg. 28.95

59Y

FULLY GUARANTEED -DEMO

FULLY GUARANTEED-DEMO
reg. 22.95

THE STOVES AND LANTERNS LISTED ABOVE WERE RENTALS or DEMONSTRATORS
---.

SLEEPING BAGS
STERUNG
A 99 2 LB.

PACKERS
BACK
2.MAN MOUNTAIN TENTS
KIP STOP NYLONWEIGHS
P.MA NYLONPARKA

PliAgivasyou

4n.

CLIMATIC

100/0 DOWN

MADE by wHnt STAG

6R410

21/2 lb. 49.99
lb. 54.99

ALSO
4 MAN
PACK FRAMESRUCKSALKSKNAP SACKS
ETC
WHITE STAGNkWCODENALISTANDARD,

RIPSTOP NYLON COVER
3
RIP -STOP LINED
EXTRA LONG RAGS IN STOCK

(AmpiNG GEAR

Special Student Rental Rates
Manual
I

114411th

SJS GOLFERS
TIP BRONCS
Jim West shot a one-under -par
69 at San Jose Country Club
Monday for medalist honors as
the SJS golfers defeated Santa
Clara, 25-2.
Other Spartan scores against
the Broncos: Kelley Maser 73,
John Adams 74, Steve Mountain
75, Steve Bohn 76, Craig Harmon 76.
The Spartans will compete in
Intercollegiate Invithe
tational at Stanford tomotTow.

.48.(111

[lee. l’ortable --

12

Till

Can ituse Typewpiter Co.
293-6383

Established 1900

24 South Second

PETER

FA kNti

Guitarist
A recital of flamenco and classical music

OLD TM\ N THEVIRE
Los Gatos
8:00 l’.M.
kY.
2m1, 1969
Ticket,: S2.00 Phone: 351-6601/216-1160

’et
Z1,

LOVE IS BLUE
I HE NEW I,INE
11IES

%LSO

LOVE’ COSMETICS BY MENLEY
COME

()HINGE. AND 111V1i
Lovesticks

IN

SHADES

OTHER LOVEL1

OF

GREEN,

COLORS.

.

$1.50

Loveshines
Love’s a Little Color
Love’s a Little Cover

$1.75

Love’s Transparent Powder

$2.25

Love’s Mascara

$2.25
$1.75

Brush on

$2.00

Love’s Eyeliner
Love Lids Eye Shadow

$1.50
$1.50
LOVER is on sale now of

10th Street Pharmacy
& Santa Clara

294.9131

NOW AT ROOSIATKINS!
MADEMOISELLE
MAGAZINE
GROOVY
GO-TOGETHERS

The Society for the A(Raneement of Management
&VA’7/ ;WO
iteore,"
4411

Mr.KINLEY OK SKIER

2,2 POUNDS
NYLON

("ri()N NErt)11)? 1)() IT )01( RsELF!
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Bu2-MANTLE LANTERN

2 BURNER STOVE

BURNS
ANY

your PSA campus rep. He’ll
show you the way to go
home for peanuts - (or whatever mom cooks best). From
San Jose to L.A. or Hollywood -Burbank, $13.50. San
Diego,$19.85.Super727Jets.

Todm’s :1:.1.3 p.m. imlopmdent fast -pitch softball schedule:
Hoop Club vs. Red Hord()
(Field 1); Castle Corp. vs. Tenth
Street (Field 2); Wolkpack vs.
Gay Nine (Field 3); Blue Sparks ,
vs. Moulder No, 2 Wield 4);
Moulder No. 1 vs. Blue Flame
(Field 5).
Games scheduled at. 5 p.m.
Drubbers vs. APhi0 (Field 1):
Sun.shine Boys No. 1 vs. Markham i Field 2); Sunshine vs. Me
and Them (Field 4); Waffles vs.
Red Ram (Field 5).
Results of Monday’s opening
round of independent play.
Red Ram 7, Wolfpack 0; Da
Fuzz 4, Waffles :3; Me and Them
11, Blue Sparks 9; Gay Nine by
forfeit over Sunshine No. 2:
Tenth Street 10, Markham 7;
Blue Flame 3, Hoop Club 2;
Moulder No. 1 over Red Horde.
9-4; Drubbers by forfeit over
Sunshine No. 1; Castle Corp. forfeit over APhi0.
Entries for the coed volleyball doubles tournament are due
April 30.

DALE JENSEN INSURANCE
3221 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
Suite 205
243.5027

in the early 60’s.
Gratticau comes to SJS as the
offensise line coach, the same position he I), 1,1 at Laney College I
last

Football Scrimmage

RE OUS
liuntireds of
fantastic Buys
q, WE
irfj 0

chosen Scholar-Athlete of the
Year.
Darlington. 29, is no newcomer
to the West Coast. Before going
back East he received his Masters of Arts Degree in Education
at Stanford in 1962. He had been
at Dartmouth for one year before McMullen convinced him to
come back to the Wi ,t ss here
he would be defensive lino coach.
Johnson, starting hi, sonond
season as a Spartan assistant,
will switch to linebacker coach
this season after serving as defensive line coach last year.
Johnson is well known around
campus (is he was a star fullback

Ages 17-25
Single or Married
New low 00000 for young drivers. Pre.
(erred or hard to plac risks accepted.

G.I. DOWN BAGS

1999

PRESENTS TIIE

MISS SAM.

PAGEANT

- Canteens, 99c. Scout Axe, 990; Lantern, .99; G.I. Shovel, ill; G. I. Mattox, 1.99;
Water Buckets, 99e; Knap Sacks, 99t; Geoid Pans, 1.29; GI Mess Kit, 99C; Camp Stools,
99C; Tent Stakes, 15e; Maehettes, 1.99; Ammo Boxes, 990; Ponchos, 1.99; Pistol Belts,
99c; Hunting Knives Ro e All Camp Accessorie .
Station
Wagon
Pad
99

Cook Set
12 pc,
Alum
Reg. A99
8.95 ,

PORTABLE
JOHN
Reg. 799
6.95 K.

STATION
WAGON
Air
Matt. 299
rest 0
Reg. 5.95

LIFE RAFT
1.MAN

BASEBALL .- ! i 1
GLOVES
’-ii

OFF ’

Ajt ’1

1
New 1399
..._,
.,
_man
gdon.znronockse.tts ,rte4.
q,.{1.9p
_

10F ET .I,A C K E, I_ SN
A
Ur 0 5

WAfER SKIS
9.99 up
G.I. TYPE
COTS

5

(10S-11 I:ELS /3 to 1/2 OFF

GuNsi

NE TR ADE
bled teeesAN
GUNS ., d . fto :1,118,.. I
. ... VA RAM ..inie
01111,m---.:
M

DISCOUNT

PDSAL

NITION 344=11.-..._.

MOUNTAIN YIEWI OPEN
1299 EL CAMINO

DAILY TILL

9

YORKSHIRE 7-5709

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 5

299

SATURDAY 9-6

Any San Jose State Coed may enter the Miss S.A.M.
Pageant. Applications may be obtained at the Student

Affairs Business Office or Building "O." All applications must be returned to Building "0" by April 28,
I 969.
S.A.M. wishes to thank these organizations
for their support of ilu MISS S.A.M. PAGEANT

Ern l’ae’s College
of Beauty
Hyatt "louse
Lou’s Village

Spartan Bookstore
Plateau 7
Rose Marie Flowers
United Artist Theatre Ciretti. Inc.

CREATE YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL LOOK WITH
V-NECK PULLOVERS, SHORT SCOOTER
SKIRTS, FLARE-LEG PANTS, STRIPED TANK
TOPS AND LONGER CARDIGANS ... AS SEEN
IN APRIL MADEMOISELLE! SKIRT, $11, TOP, $13

ROOS ATKINS
FIRST AT SANTA CLARA
ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA

1

Chicken ioke7

Soprano To Offer

Students Lured
Fine Art Editor’s Note: Thi
artiCle is onr
of a continuing
series ree
ling and interpreting last week’s Contemporary
Arts Festit al.
By JAI’ CARTER
Fine Arts E:ditur
Only the screeching and clucking of a crowded chicken yard
disturbed the peaceful silence
of the campus last Friday afternoon.
At 4 p.m. there was no sign
of any official event, least of
all a "happening" of the Contemporary Arts Festival which
began Wednesday and ended last
Saturday.
The campus near the Women’s
Gym was particularly deserted,
but occasionally a passerby,
sometimes with companions, had
to investigate those unbelievable
barnyard sound.s coming from the
gym. Those who persevered in
the search were rewarded with
a free dinner at the "Ilappening."
If the snoop found his way into
the women’s cast rehearsal room
(Co-Rec dance site) he would
behold a chicken coop, and a
strange one at that:
In the middle of the dimce
floor was a pen made of chicken
wire with chicken roosts, chicken
manure, chicken noises on tape
and chicken people. "What’s this.
Some kind of a chicken joke?"
The people came in hesitatingly

KSJS Log
WEDNESDAY
6:00 NEWSLINE INational,
State and Local News).
6:06 SPECTRUM
6:11 THE JIM REIFSCHNE1DER SHOW ITop 40, recent
hits, and oldies)
7:30 MUSIC
8:00 CAMPUS RADIO VOICE
8:02 MUSIC
9:00 ROBERT GARCIA (Blues,
Undeigz ound Rock)
10:00 Sign Off

SJCC Schedules
Two Performances
Of Operatic Fare
A double bill - "The Old Maid
and the Thief" and "Gianni
Schicchi" -- will be presented by
the Western Opera Theater at
San Jose City College tonight
at 8 in the men’s gym.
Both performances will be done
in English and are part of the
college’s
continuing
Cultuml
Series Program, Ticket information can be obtained by calling
SJCC at 298-2181.
Western Opera Theater began
In 1967 as a non-profit educational organization dedicated to
linking smaller communities and
suburban areas with San Francisco’s operatic activities.

at first. Later, when there %sere
lots of friendly folk roosting in
the coop, squatting on the narrow side of two by four planks,
others followed - bemused but
willing.
Each person did the awkward
perching just so; those were obviou.sly the natural and fixed
rules of the roost.
Although everyone was curious there were no answers except fried chicken. The chicken
was passed out in generous portions on paper plates by a gentle
and silent man.
His name was Ross Reid. Reid
was mastermind of the Contemporary Arts Festival. He told
everyone to help themselves to
all the fried chicken they desired. Then he himself sat down
to munch tender pieces of fryer
always fixing a dour expression
on his face. He gave no clue to
"what’s going on?!": the question on 24 minds.
The "chicken-in" ended with
only a half a barrel of golden
fried fowl escaping the Viking
appetites. This satisfied Reid
that everyone understood chic-

to

Coop

ken-cataig was the entire happening. Slore importantly, he was
pleased that all seemed to have
an excellent time.
Finally Reid felt free to discuss the happening. "Art should
be fun," Reid said simply, "and
knowing vehat you are going to
see or hear takes a lot of fun out
of it. If you go to a concert, you
automatically know that you will
sit in a hall, listen to so many
separate pieces, clap and leave.
Throughout the festival, the
announced idea has been to involve audiences, to give them
surprises plus fun. Whether or
not Reid’s chicken surprise did
provoke profound thought was
not measured, but for 20 students, two professors and Ross
Reid it was a lot of fun.

A NEW DIRECTION

Payless Cleaners
184 S. Second St.
751 E. Santa Clara
Two locations to serve you

"Why Pay &NT"
THE STANDARD INSURANCE
MARKETING INTERN PROGRAM
If you’re a Junior with an
interest in a career in
Life Insurance,
investigate
Standard’s new
Marketing Intern Program.
Juniors selected this year will

work full-time

this summer and have
an opportunity in their
Senior year for
part-time employment. It’s
an in-depth
training program that pays
- now and in
the future.

Ben Corsetti, Manager
San Jose Agency
515 Community Bank Bldg.
111 W. St. John St.
San Jose, California
Phone: 297-9229
StandaUt INSURANCE COMPANY
LIFE HEALTH GROUP

Answers Your Questions
About:

CALL 01) 286-9622
r-

Or Clip and Han Coosa
mos

Now $3.00
Skirts, values to $16.00
Now $8.00
Dresses. values to $40.00
Antique jewelry (in. scarf rings)
1/2 price
Now
10/0 off
All other merchandise

119001"
Augen

and
beide

1925i".

It is not always easy
to go through college
on an athletic scholar.
ship, but winning the
Pogo Bowl race has
made it all worthwhile.
As a winner, I can now
wear my authentic, traditional styled A-1
TAPERS. $8.50 to
$11.00

Warnetuthers Records
AUTHENTIC TRADITIONAL STYLING

eehie
52 So. 1st
saii

8

RECEPTIONIST - part time, Thurs. 912 & 4.8 p.m., Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8:30-4:30.
Call Country Club Coiffuers 264-3300,
Almaden.
DESIGNERS WANTED. Established Saratoga Boutique, desires fashion designers to produce all in -vogue styles, If
you have the ability to create NEW and
DIFFERENT fashions. Call 867-2556 or
867-1054.

ANNOUNCEMENTS (1)

TWO OF THE NICER APTS. Now taking
summer & fall resv. 2 & 3 bdrm., lg.
pool, rec. rm. Summer rates. 470 S.
II th # I. 287-7590.
XN GIRL TO share studio apt. summer/
or fall. Call 287-2744.
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
So. 11th St. $50/rno. 287-0388.

ao.

lett kiwi Grade Coraolaha
ar visit

and see IBM
System 360 Computer

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE{
an Educational Affilioto of
Control Data Corporation

25 N. 14fh San Jose. 95112

261 E. William St.
Between 6th & 7th
111,1 111:10 \.\1.-6 P.M
’1111 HS. 12 N1111\-7

111’1 \

To Place
an ad:

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
1:30 to 3:30
Tues.- Thurs.

FOR SALE 13)
U.S. SURPLUS NAVY PEA COATS, field
jackets, bell bottom pants, leather and
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE-FASHIONS. Lace and velvet
goodies. JACK & PAT’S THIRD HAND
STORE. 375 E. Nodding. Between 8th
& 9th. Free parking. Open Sat. & Sun.,
closed Mon.
FURNITURE table lamps, sofa, book
cases, desks and other items. Good condition. Phone 294-8774.
SEARS BEST TAPE RECORDER. 7" reel
solid state, 4 track stereo. $150. 258-’810.
ELECTRIC Gultar - Harmony, 3 pick,. Hollow body, beautiful shape, case
$130. Coil Mike aft. 10 p.m. 294.1301.
E.T. MAGS 14 inch uni-lug bolt pattern.
6 inch wide set of four $100. 286-3947.

M 10:30-11:30
WF 9:30-11:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.

HELP WANTED 141
WANTED: 2 Male Science Majors. To
assist in Psych. experiment. Pay $2.00
hr. work done on campus. April-A4ay.
Call Mrs. Rice 968-7548.
DRIVER WANTED, ice cream vending
route. 30.50%. 9-11 a.m. 297-4228. Full
or part time.

Make check out to Spartan
Foo2 HUE, BUr Ncw
I KNOW I’VE COMPLAINE2 A tOT AVOW"
AF0UT READY TO GRADUATE TA4 Ef6INNIN4 TO LIKE Mg
1W+T

CLASSIFIED RATES

No

refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:

(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Three lines
One day

One day

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Atli this
amount tor
each Ida

Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

-SO

Two days

Three days Four days

2.25
2.00
-2.50- 2.75
3.00-- -3-.2-53.75
3.50
.50

.50

Five days

2.50
2.40
2.90- 3.00
3.4-0- -3.50
3.90
4.00
.50

.50

tional iine

cample Villaye

SERVICES BB

WILL CARE FOR HOUSE
ALPHA ETA RHO
take care
Teacher & wiie (no kid>)
Aviation fraternity meeting April 22, at
of house or apt. June -Sept. Will pay
Aero Dept. Time 7:30 p.m. Topic: Steak
utilities & give best care. Write Jim
Bake on April 26.
Craig, 1104 N. Willjs Visalia, Cal. 93277
CAR RALLYE, STANFORD SHOPPING
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
bdrm.
1
NEEDED.
ROOMMATE
FEMALE
CENTER (by Magnins) Saturday, April
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
apt. ph. 295-7724. (in PM)
26th by SPORTIN’ LIFE - $3.00 ANY
Marrianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ayie.
CAR WELCOME. START AFTER 6 p.m. FEMALE upp. div. or grad. student
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
wanted to do lite hskpq. & cook dinner
RENT A STEREO: Or TV from Esche’s
in exchange for free room & board.
LOST AND FOUND (61
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
Free delivery, free service, no contract.
Private home. 252-7846.
$10.00 per month. 251-2598.
GIRLS if you’re looking for a part time LOST: Par of glasses in a tan ce:e. PROOF READING end MANUSCRIPT
’68 V.W. Light blue, R&H, $1800. 265- job, with flexible hours & good pay, REWARD. Call 258-5223.
EDITING. NO typing. Cal! 248-6522.
8131 or 286-1154.
don’t pass up this ad. No experience
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. ac’60 FORD WAGON, stick. Must sell necessary $2.00 hr. Call 287-1196.
minor editing. Mrs. Baxter, phone
curate.
going to Europe, $150. Call Moulder WANTED: Cependable Babysitter for 9
244-658 I.
Hall, 294.2927, eves.; ask for Barry mo. child two blocks from Campus. Call
PERSONALS In
WEDDING INVITATIONS $5.95/hundred
Kincade.
286.4832.
Free catalog and samples. Phone (416)
MOTORBIKE - 2 -passenger 12 in. wheels,
DRIVING to Devenport Free thumb daily 321-1317.
60cc, 7C0 miles, $150 243-6087 after
for girl riders. YYRING, FAST, ACCURATE, EXPEL
Have
room
spring.
this
5:00. Dale, 262-3228. eves.
IENCED. Will edit. 21/2 mi. from caraHOUSING f 5)
’62 A.H. 3000 red -new top, over-sized
INTERESTED in going to Europe for t:an. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
tires, rebuilt trans. $1300. Call 246-9837
companions? CUSTOM MADE Swim Suits. $7.50. You
Want
traveling
summer?
or 241-7519.
Cor.ort Natalie 294-5703.
supply I yd. material & I yd. lining.
FIAT ’68, 850 Rdst.: ex. cond.; low FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted $41.25/
294-8741.
mileage, extras, best offer over $1,775. mo, Royal Lanai Apts. Pool & Sauna. AUTO INSURANCE. Lowest possible Allen Hall #I22.
refused.
Monthly
pay
cost.
No
driver
Sr.
or
Jr.
preferred.
272-0804.
BABYSITTING IN THE HOME while you
Call 867-0916.
ments. Steve Peacock Insurance, 248- attend classes. Across from library. Call
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, 384 L
’66 RIVIERA GRAN. SPORT
8944 or 354-7513.
Mr 9 Heppe, 287-0564.
Full factory power incl. air cond.. stereo Williams, $45/mo. 292-8437.
radio, tilt wheel, cruise control, and meg. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to WE WILL DESIGN your engagement FfUDENT clat.no rervice, expert match.
at
diamond
ring
and
sell
you
a
quality
wheels w/Pirelli tires, Verdi green sy.’bik. share 2 bed apt. with senior. Sen. or
interior. $3295, Call 294-6711 or 292- up class preferred. $65/mo. 442 S. 5th, a wholesale price. 40-60% off the retail
price. Call Jim Self 286-0964.
6767.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
#5, 286.2142.
NO SOLUTION to your problem? Let
’65 A. H. SPRITE, red. tonneau. soft
WORKING GRAD STUDENT TO SHARE us introduce you to the answer. Dial
top, good condition, $1,000. Call Al,
$275-315 rd.
EUROPE
2 bdrm. furn. apt. $90, mo. $50 summers Peace of Mind. 294-3333.
251-3149.
1217 Carleton,
call Nate 292-8485,
’66 PONTIAC LE MANS. 6 cyl., auto,
F.W. HOW’S your white Lemon?
o
2 dr.. vinyl top. R/H, good condition. FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to DATING SERVICE, $2.00 for
life. Expert
share 2 bed apt., Royal Lana; apts. Jr.
35.000 mi. $1600. 961 -8490.
matching 286-4540.
’60 BMW R-26, rebuilt, only 4500 mt. or Sr. preferred. Call after 5 p.m. 259
B.J.G., you’re pretty nice. B.L.
Faring $400, new tires & batt. Denis, 0504.
258-7224.
’68 MUSTANG V8. Power steering &
brakes. auto trans. Stereo tape. Must
sell. 438-1028.
’65 MGB. Black, mags, hardtop, softtop. All the extras. Needs work. $1200/
best offer. Must sell. Call Mark at 2538348 or 296-1224.
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10% OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

sl,/

two

of

generation

Tickets: $3.50. $4.50, $5.50
On Sate:
San Jose Box Office

ANGELO’S Hsonu.ksnE

fiction Tekelgot
1850 W. San Carlos
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Beginning the concert will be
three pieces by Purcell, "Strike
the Viol," "Music for a While,"
and "Sound of Trumpet." The
single work by Mozart is "L’
amero saro constant," an aria
from "Il Re Pastore."
The latter half of the program
is "Poeme d’un Jour" by Faure,
"Two Leider" by Alban Berg and
the aria "Ain’t It a Pretty Night"
by Carlisle Floyd.
The ’Two Leider" offering by

SPAGHETTI
SPECIAL

fraM142414213,01r11111)1151:411CP21

Alban
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BOB -ONE
Pogos to Victory!

Recital Tomorrow
SJS music lokers hake ask attraction in the singing of Camellia Starr tomorrow at 1:30
p.m. in Concert Hall. Miss Starr,
a soprano, will sing in !renal
in partial fulfillment of her
master’s of art degree requirements.
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A UNITED CAMPUS COMMUNITY is the goal of the
Associated Students (A.S.) ticket led by present A.S.
Vice President Bill Langan (center). Also on the ticket
are Reggie Toran (I.), candidate for treasurer, and John
Merl, the vice presidential aspirant. Langan, a 23 -yearold behavorial sciences major, has previously served
as junior representative on Student Council, being the

"THE GOOD GUYS" are vice presidential candidate
Robert Foss (left), presidential hopeful Jim McMasters
(center) and treasurer candidate Robert Kelley (right).
They will be vying, along with seven other executive
office tickets, for the top offices in the Associate Students general election set for next Tuesday and Wednesday, April 29 and 30. McMasters, an industrial man-

first successful write-in candidate in A.S. history. Merz
is current vice chairman of council, while having served
as both a sophomore and junior representative. Toran
is president of Alpha Phi Omega, a national service
fraternity, vice president of Allen Hall, and an InterDorm Council representative.

Middle-of-Roaders
Try To Understand

Langan Slate Urges
Student Involvement
(Conti
d from Page I)
!cid of Allen Hall; and Intervice fraternity: vice
, Dorm C’outicil
li,cause we believe
his
"We run with
inue to seek a proaceotoplistiment
iitran said.
’ grei,sive student
iien platform is headed by
The 15-point
. in ii ;it id an equal representat ion
plans fiir the .
’I ’lie assembly to reform SJS educastudent -faculty
tion.
Other planned programs include the development of a
week-end "Warehouse" -type rock band ballroom area
in the new College Union. with a coffee house and 24, hour study and lounge venter; and all -school convocations to discuss student problems.
Langan would also like to incorixtrate A.S. and re-

structure Student Cowwil, with student representatives
elected by schools rather than class level.
In regard to housing, Langan has pledged to continue
legal aid for students; employ any legal means available
to break tip the "monopoly of local apartment owners
who set area rent rates"; and work for private development and temporary improvement of married student
housing.
He plans to continue support of the Educational Opportunity* Pitcygram, attempt to restore the marching
band, and assist the Athletic Department in the development of a self-supporting sports program.
"I believe that here at SJS we can change our environment where it needs changing and truly become
involved as legitimate contributors to the society around
us," Langan said.

Subcommittee To Meet
The five-member subcommittee to
the Philosophy Department’s Retention
and Tenure committee will meet t.omorrow at 3:30 p.m. in F0104.
The subcommittee composed of
philospohy majors and minors including Arnold Bojorques, freshman; Jerry
Brickenbach, junior; Eugene Frazier.
freshman; Robert Olson, senior; and
Paul Snyder, junior, will have full
debate and voting rights on the Retention and Tenure committee.

a

Today’s
World News
At a Glance

Compiled from Associated Press
SACRAMENTO - About 75 Black,
White, and Mexican Americans yelling
"We Want Reagan" and "Power for
the People." entered Gov, Ronald Reagan’s outer office and staged a sit-in
yesterday to protest the governor’s
threatened veto of a $2 million antipoverty grant to finance War on
Poverty Projects in Sacramento.
-FT, ORD -- A former guard at the
San Francisco Presidio stockade, testifying for the defense yesterday at the
mutiny trial of 14 soldiers, said discipline was "almost nonexistent" in the
weeks prior to the demonstration and
that he felt many prisoners needed
mental help at that time.
WASHINGTON -- Forrner Secretary of the Navy Paul H. Nitze testified before the Senate Armed Services
Committee yesterday that if Congress
blocks Pres. Richard Nixon’s safeguard
missile defense system. U.S. negotiators
"may he up against extremely adverse
odds" in arms control talks with the
Soviet Union.
--Sen. Everett M.
WASHINGTON
Dirksen of Illinois predicted yesterday
that Pres. Nixon’s proposals to combat
organized crime should produce "a
tremendous diminution in crime."

Dr. Arthur B. Cody, Philosophy Department chairman, said the Retention
and Tenure committee will be guided
in its actions by decisions of its student sub-committee.
The Retention and Tenure committee is composed of every tenured professor in the Philosophy Department,
according to Dr. Cody. "This amounts
to about 10 now," Dr. C(xly explained.
"The Retention and Tenure committee determines whether faculty members up for retention or tenure will be
granted it or not," Dr. Cody said.

Graduate Hopefuls
Offer Platforms
For A.S. Election
(Continued from Page 1)
funding campus groups and programs.
"Funds have filtered into many teapots and the truth has fallen into obscurity," he said, "I have a fottr point
program to serve as a check and balance on the funding of campus groups.
This is not to say that I want to cut
down on the allocation of funds; it is
to say that I guarantee that money
will be used for the purpose and by
the persons to whom it is allocated."
Other candidates in the race for
graduate representative seats are
Noreen Futter, Daryoush Mostofi,
Robbie Schnitzer, Geneno Stone, James
Walsh and Bob Willich.

Oriocci Tickets

Tickets for the Spartan Oriocci barhecue-hayride-dance Saturday at Coyote Ranch are now on sale in the Student Affairs Business Office, Building R.
Cost for members will be $3 and for
non-members $3.
A car caravan will leave SJS at
5:30 p.m. Saturday and go to Coyote
Ranch, which is off Highway 101
South at the Metcalf Road exit.
The event will feature an all -you can -eat barbecue, a horse-drawn flatbed hayride, and dancing to taped
music in an old barn.

(Continued from Page 1)
.; taken by the ticket is the platform stand on ROTC and
police science. Pledging support for "both of these career
opportunities," McMasters said, "They exist simply because students am interested in them. Both are completely voluntary and create two areas of involvement.
For the same reasons, we support the New College."
"The Good Guys" also support the Athletic Department and the marching band. Stating that the Athletic
Department has been the "whipping boy of the present
administration" and that SJS athletic teams are about
to take a giant step forward," McMasters commented,
"Student support of the Athletic Department now, will
repay greater dividends in the forrn of increase gate
receipts."
Regarding the now-you-see-it.now-you-don’t marching

band, McMasters said, "We fully support the marching
band and believe that a standarti budget, including a
sinking fund for the depreciating uniform.s is necessary.
The funding should be a triangular effort between the
state, the A.S. and the revenue that the band can raise."
McMasters’ 10-point platform also includes pledges
of relief for Educational Opportunity Program students,
dorm-dwellers, intramural participants, and those who
are unable to find parking places.
For Student Council, McMasters proposes a number
of reform.% including the publishing of minutes and a
future agenda to keep students better informed.
The wide-open race will be settled, or narrowed, on
April 29 and 30, when the eight candidates face the voters in the general election.
winlaualltImoniuuritituit
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Retention, Tenure

agement major and current president of the Society
for the Advancement of Management (SAM), has said
"Our political philosophy should no+ be classified in
either camp (right or left). We look at all issues as
diamonds; they have many sides, and the facets of
each must be brought into view."

Whetmore’s Stiff Bills
Curb Student Activity
SACRAMENTO (APi
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved
yesterday two new measures designed
to punish campus troublemakers and
keep them from returning.
Both bills by Sen. James E. Whet more (R -La Habra), were backed by
state college officials.
One measure would make it a misdemeanor for students as well as nonstudents to disrupt campuses. The
other would make it a misdemeanor
for a student already expelled, suspended or dismissed to return to the
campus. Gov. Ronald Reagan has made
a similar proposal.
"I think we’re really going too far,"
Sen. Anthony C. Bellenson (D-Beverly
Hills), said of the second bill, which
also was opposed by the California
Labor Federation.
Beilenson said the bill could apply
to someone coming on campus for no
other purpose than to attend a movie.

Protesters Stage Sit-In;
Against Anti-Poverty Veto
About 75
SACRAMENTO (AP)
people entered Gov. Ronald Reagan’s
outer office and staged a sit-in yesterday to protest the governor’s threatened veto of a $2 million anti-povertY
grant.
Reagan did not appear. His own office is separated from the outer reception area by locked doors and several other offices.
Black, White and
The people
Mexican-American yelled "We want
Reagan" and "Power to the People."
Some also shouted obscenities.
Two people rolled up pieces of paper
and lit them as torches. There was no
damage.
After about 20 minutes, the group

Stiep
Candidate’s Forum
Associated Students (A.S.) office candidates will speak in an open forum
today at 7:30 p.m. in Cafeteria A and B. The forum, sponsored try Alpha
Phi Omega, is open to all students to meet and question candidates.

Black Films
Two films originally shown a.s part of the "Of Black America" CBS television series will be shown today at 12:30 p.m. in JC141. The program is
the first in a series of film.s sponsored by the Conunission for Inter-Cultural
Educatirm and Speech 196: "Prejudice and Communication."

Psychodrama
Sergio of ’the Human Institute will present a psychodrama tomormw at
8 p.m. in Allen Hall Formal Lounge. The Experimental College (ExC)
sponsoring the psychodrama which Ls open to the college community.

Clothing Drive
The Kaydettes, a women’s service organization on campus, will hold a
clothing drive May 6 and 7. Collection boxes will be placed in the living
centers and a booth will be set up on Seventh street from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m
Clothing donated will be given to Concerned Residents and the Eastside
Redevelopment Project.

Camping Film
"Where the Grass is Greener Still," a creative film interpretation of
vamping, will be shavn today and tomorrow at 11 a.m. in PER 279. The
t.wo-day showing brepen to all students and faculty interested in camping.
counseling, and outdoor or special education.

left and went to the west steps of the
Capitol Building for a rally. Then about
40 returned to the outer office. They,
too, began leaving.
Later, the young people crowded
around the entrance of the first floor
news conference room in the Capitol,
about 100 feet down the corridor from
Reagan’s outer office door.
Some chanted "Pig!" when Reagan,
accompanied by security men and staff
aides, moved down the corridor for his
news conference. The crowd stood
around the door while the conference
was under way.
They were protesting Reagan’s opposition to a $2 million grant to finance
War on Poverty pmjects in Sacramento. Reagan has authority to veto

these grants, although authorities in
Washington can overrule his veto.
Federal officials in San Francisco
and War on Poverty officials in Sacramento have said the governor is opposed to the project and is likely to
veto it. Reagan has not yet announced
his decision.
Among the group were children from
a nearby poverty area elementary
school.

Minority Applicants
Sought by Hastings

The Department of Journalism and
Advertising at SJS, in cooperation with
Pischel Yearbooks, Inc will sponsw
a Yearbook Workshop at SJS tomorrow.
Participants will be 285 high sehool
students, 20 advisers, and five :company members from the central coast
area. The counties represented will be
Santa Clara, Alameda arid San Mateo.
Presentations will include slides and
discussions on staff organizations, discussions on staff problems, financing
yearbooks, latest trends in rovers,
themes and introductions, the better
use of color in yearbooks.
The workshop will begin at 9 a.m.
and end at 3:30 p.m. Professor Charles
oMfarjsohuailml,arisamirmaannd ofAathvcerDetisphaigr7willent

Minority students are being actively
solicited by one of California’s oldest
and most prominent law schools. The
University of California, Hastings College of Law, has discarded the traditional admissions procedure.
Minority applicants will no longer
be evaluated on the combined merits
of undergraduate grade point averages
and law school admission test scores.
The accredited school of law is loeated in downtown San Francisco.
Resident fees are $150 per semester,
though subject to minor fluctuations.
More complete information may be
obtained by writing for the school’s
free. bulletin at: Hastings College of
the Law, 198 McAllister St., San Francisco 94120.
Financial assistance will be given to
minority students. In addition to a
$1500 yearly interest -free-until -graduation federal loan for those who
financially qualify, several minority
scholarships are being liberally
ini I iated.
Applications sent by minority students should be clearly marked as such
on the outside.

Workshop Offered
For High School
Yearbook Staffs

give the opening speech. Other members from the department to participate will be Dr. Dwight Bentel, professor of journalism; Mrs. Dolores
Spurgeon, professor of journalism;
Clyde Lawrence, assistant professor of
advertising; Mrs. Irene Epstein, associate professor of journalism; and Lee
Squyres, senior public relations major
and public relations director for Spartan Daily.
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